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Welcome
We’re drawing to a close on what I
think we can all agree has been the most
challenging of years. We’ve had to retreat
behind closed doors for lockdown and when the
rules were eased many of us remained shielding and
have been dealing with anxieties relating to health – PMR, GCA
or otherwise – as well as the impact on our mental well being.
We’ve had to suspend our group meetings and while the transition to
Zoom meetings has been largely positive, we know that some of our
members are unable to participate as they are not connected to the
internet or feel uncomfortable accessing this type of technology. On the
other hand, Zoom technology has allowed us to connect with members
far and wide and we’ve welcomed members from across the UK to Italy
and America. Our webinars have proved successful, our helpline has been
busier than ever and we’ve seen an increase in membership.
Our AGM and Members’ Day attracted double the number of attendees
than usual and whether you were able to make it or not, I hope you
enjoy the detailed report on Dr Vanessa Quick’s presentation on GCA
diagnosis. Dr Sarah Mackie explains the results of her recent survey on
HealthUnlocked and one member shares his story about his experience
with Covid-19. Given that Peter contracted Covid-19 in the early days of
the pandemic when less was known about how to treat it and that he has
PMR and is nearing 90, it’s heartening to hear that despite being very ill,
he has made a good recovery.
As we go to print we are uncertain what Christmas will look like this
year. Whether you are able to see your loved ones or not, we hope that
you have a peaceful and restful season and best wishes for what will
hopefully be a better new year for us all.

Helpline
0300 111 5090

Humphrey Hodgson
Chair of Trustees

Website
www.pmrgca.org.uk

Facebook
www.facebook.com/
pmrgcauk

Twitter
@PMRGCAuk

HealthUnlocked
https://healthunlocked.com/
pmrgcauk
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Christmas Opening Hours
The office will be closed from 5pm on Friday 18th December
until 9am on Monday 4th January 2021.
The helpline will be available every day from 9am to 4pm
except for Friday 25th December, Monday 28th December and
Friday 1st January 2021. A voicemail service will take messages
outside of normal hours – please do leave your name and
contact number if you would like someone to return your call.
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RESEARCH
ROUND UP
Dr Sara Muller is a Senior
Lecturer at Keele University, where
she leads the PMR Cohort study.

In this edition, I have
chosen to focus on
two articles about
coming off steroids
as I know this is
something that
interests people.
Neither study is very large or likely
to change PMR or GCA treatment,
but they are interesting and might
suggest things for doctors and
researchers to consider in the
future.
A small study from Denmark1
looked at whether patients with
PMR and/or GCA developed adrenal
insufficiency whilst reducing
their steroid dose. This can be a
serious health condition and the
symptoms can be similar to a PMR
or GCA flare, making it hard to
tell the difference. The researchers
asked patients to stop their steroid
treatment for two days and take a
special test called a corticotropin
test. Four out of 37 (11%) people
with PMR and three out of 10 (30%)
people with GCA appeared to have
adrenal insufficiency on the test.
There was little information about
who was most likely to develop
adrenal insufficiency – although
it seemed to be related to the
current and previous amount of
prednisolone taken. There was
no evidence that a particular

current or cumulative dose of
prednisolone, or time on treatment
was important either.
The researchers say that this
proportion of patients with adrenal
insufficiency is lower than has
been reported in other diseases
treated with steroid tablets. They
also said that by sharing patients’
care between rheumatologists
and endocrinologists, people with
adrenal insufficiency generally did
well and were able to balance the
symptoms of their PMR or GCA
with the adrenal problems. The
researchers suggest that we need a
lower threshold to test for adrenal
insufficiency, especially in people
who need to keep taking their
steroids for longer than usually
expected.
In a separate study, also from
Denmark2, researchers compared
people diagnosed with PMR
2012–2015 with people diagnosed
2015–2017. In 2015
they introduced
nurse-led
care

for PMR, as is often used for other
conditions, such as rheumatoid
arthritis. They showed that in the
latter group, people were taking
lower doses of prednisolone after
one year and two years. This was
without having more symptom
flares or more people taking
methotrexate alongside their
steroids. They appear to have
achieved this by having the nurse
make more frequent contacts
with the patients, usually by
telephone, than they would have
had with the doctor. This needs
to be investigated further in a
randomised controlled trial.
References
1

Adrenal insufficiency: https://pubmed.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32031663/

2

Nurse-led care: https://pubmed.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/32696323/

CHARITY NEWS

Trustee, Chetan Mukhtyar and the Norwich GCA
service were finalists for Quality Improvement in the
Excellence in Patient Care Award 2020:
https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/file/22161/download
We welcome member, and retired accountant, Geoff Holroyd
who has joined as trustee and treasurer. There will be a proper
introduction in the next edition.
Independent Age has awarded us a grant of £7,488 for our work
supporting older people.
WINTER 2020 • ISSUE 32 • 3
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A Tribute to
Keith Slater

PMRGCAuk Treasurer
from June 2018 to July 2020
We were very sad to
learn at the end of
July of the death of
our treasurer Keith
Slater, who passed
away suddenly at the
age of 75.
We were extremely lucky to have
Keith as our treasurer but he also
did much else for the charity
representing the interests of
people with PMR and GCA at a
variety of important meetings,
including being a patient
representative on Target, the

Medical Research Council funded
initiative, led from Leeds, to
coordinate research into GCA.
Keith was a remarkable man. He
came from a working-class family
in Leeds and excelled at school
both in his studies and at rugby.
He represented Yorkshire and
England schoolboys in rugby
union. Keith won a place at
Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge
University. He was the first person
in his family to go to university.
There, alongside his studies in
mathematics and economics, he
devoted much of his energy to
rugby. He became a Cambridge
Blue, playing in the 1964 Varsity
Match against Oxford.
In 1968 Keith turned professional,
changing codes to rugby league
and signing for Wakefield Trinity.
He went straight into the first
team, scoring two tries in his
debut match. He ended up top
try scorer for the team in
his first season. Wakefield
Trinity, in their own
obituary for Keith, said,
“He was a fast, elusive
winger with a great
sidestep and his ability
to change direction
at speed brought him
many tries.” He topped
the club’s try scoring
charts in his first three
seasons at Belle Vue.
Keith was also selected
to play several games for
Yorkshire.
In 1972, Keith decided
to retire from rugby and
embark on a career in his
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other great love – economics.
It was a career that took him
from IMI to the Burton Group to
the board of Lonrho Textiles in
Northumberland and then MD of
Early’s in Witney.
Keith married his childhood
sweetheart Jennifer and had two
children, Tom and Chrissie. They
remained a big part of his life and
in the last few years gave him the
added joy of five grandchildren on
whom he doted.
Keith later married Karen and
after his time at Early’s, they set
up a retail consultancy business,
Caprese, which included two retail
outlets. Keith was a regular guest
on radio programmes sharing his
retail expertise with listeners.
Helping others and giving back
were very important to Keith
and he did this in many ways
through his involvement with local
Chambers of Commerce, chairing
the Oxfordshire education–
business partnership and serving
as a mentor for Oxfordshire
Business Mentors.
Despite having PMR and GCA,
Keith was always physically
active alongside his activities in
business, with his family and for
our charity. His final adventure
was a ride on his bike around the
beautiful Cotswold countryside,
before returning home to Karen
where his heart gave out suddenly.
Keith was immensely proud of
what he had achieved in life; on
many occasions saying to his wife
Karen, “not bad for two workingclass kids”.
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Fundraising

Cards and Calendars
There were some fantastic
entries to our lockdown
photo competition for
our 2021 calendar and
we enjoyed choosing the
winning images. There
are just a few calendars
still available to buy at
£7.99 plus £2.95 p&p –
please email cards@
pmrgca.org.uk to
order. Members with
images chosen include
Anne Storey, Barbara
Abrahams, Judi Martin,
Julia Hawksworth,
Maggie Neilson, Maria
Pickles and Shirley O’Connell.
Congratulations to them and
thank you to everyone who
entered.

Donate While You Shop
If you make one New Year’s
resolution for 2021, make it this
one: to sign up to organisations
that donate some of the money
you spend online to a nominated
charity such as PMRGCAuk. Don’t
worry if you don’t use the internet,
you can pass this information on
to your friends and relatives and
ask them to support us too. Here
are some of the more well known
options and how to sign up. Please
help us to raise more funds in this
very simple way.
Amazon Smile donates 0.5% of
qualifying purchases to charity.
Log in to your Amazon account
and search for Amazon Smile
and it should come up as the
top search item. Amazon invites
you to pick your charity. Search
for Polymyalgia Rheumatica
and Giant Cell Arteritis. Select
our charity and tick to say you
understand that you must start
your shopping at smile.amazon.
co.uk to raise money for us.
Easyfundraising donates up to
1.5% of qualifying purchases from
over 4,000 retailers. Visit
www.easyfundraising.org.uk.
Type PMRGCAuk into the search
for a cause box and then select
“support this cause” and it will
then talk you through setting up
an account.

Give as You Live works
in a similar way to
Easyfundraising and
donates up to 4% of
qualifying purchases
from a similar number of
retailers. (The higher %
comes from things such
as insurance, whereas
grocery shopping is more
likely to be on average,
2%). Visit www.giveasyoulive.com.
Click on “sign up for free” and
enter PMRGCAuk when it says
“choose a charity to support”.
Click on “support us” and then
create your account.
Imagine – if every member signed
up to Give as You Live and spent
£100 a month on online grocery
shopping we could raise £28,000
per year!
Remember to
•

use the correct charity name:
Polymyalgia Rheumatica and
Giant Cell Arteritis for Amazon
Smile and PMRGCAuk for
Easyfundraising or Give as You
Live.

•

tell your friends and family to
sign up too (even if you’re not
on the internet, they can raise
funds to help us when they
shop)

•

activate the donation every
time you shop

We reintroduced Christmas
cards this year. Previously
these have been sold via the
groups but this year were sold
via social media and email.
Both designs sold out very
quickly and had to be reprinted
to meet demand. If you’d like
to order any, please email
cards@pmrgca.org.uk

STAMPS
Merry
Christmas

Please send all your stamps to:
PMRGCAuk STAMP APPEAL, 10 Chestnut Ave,
North Walsham, Norfolk, NR28 9XH.
Stamps from anywhere in the world are welcome,
no need to separate them.
Leave up to 1cm of envelope around the stamp,
don’t damage the perforations.

We are the only UK charity supporting people
with polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) and
giant cell arteritis (GCA). They are debilitating
conditions and the most common cause of
long term steroid use. GCA is the commonest
medical cause of acute blindness.
Find out more about PMR and GCA and the
work we do at www.pmrgca.org.uk
© penelope & friends 2020
PAPERCUT SANTA

Merry
Christmas

We are the only UK charity supporting people
with polymyalgia rheumatica (PMR) and
giant cell arteritis (GCA). They are debilitating
conditions and the most common cause of
long term steroid use. GCA is the commonest
medical cause of acute blindness.
Find out more about PMR and GCA and the
work we do at www.pmrgca.org.uk
© penelope & friends 2020
ROBIN

Christmas cards 2020.indd 5-6

Please don’t send any to the PMRGCAuk office,
only to the address above.

04/09/2020 22:07

Christmas cards 2020.indd 1-2

04/09/2020 21:50
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AGM &
Members Day

Save the date:

CAuk AGM:
Next year’s PMRG
ember 2021
Saturday 4th Sept

Saturday 5th September
Our AGM and Members’ Day took
place on Zoom on Saturday 5th
September. It was our most highly
attended AGM yet with 130 people
logging in. Humphrey Hodgson,
Chair of trustees, chaired the
meeting, and thanked everyone
who had helped develop or
support the charity through the
previous year.
After the formalities of the AGM
were completed, Members’ Day
began. Our first presentation
was from Dr Vanessa Quick,
a consultant rheumatologist
at Bedfordshire hospitals. Her
talk was about overcoming the
challenges of GCA diagnosis and
the impact of a rheumatologistled ultrasound-driven Fast Track
pathway. A full report of her
presentation is on pages 7 and 8.
Our second speaker was Andrew
Bennett, NHS National Clinical
Director for musculoskeletal
(MSK) and consultant MSK
physiotherapist.
Andrew talked about the
overarching MSK strategy,
their response to the continued
challenge of Covid-19 and where
PMR and GCA fit into all of this.
Earlier in the year they produced
an urgent and emergency guidance
document that was shared with
primary and community care.
This included a significant
rheumatology section which
included a section relating to PMR
and GCA.
Building on that guidance, they
are now working with NICE to
try to formulate something that
can be used in the long-term, and
awareness and signposting of PMR
and GCA is included in that.
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It was clear from members’
questions that there was a lot of
criticism of members’ treatment
by the NHS and they feel let down.
Andrew acknowledged this
frustration and that MSK is a
very broad subject. He is trying
to organise a structure where
all the different aspects of MSK
can be considered and given the
appropriate time and resources;
but nothing will change overnight
and Covid-19 is still a significant
challenge.
Finally John Robson, North East
Group Organiser, impressed us
with his account of his expedition
to Annapurna IV in autumn 2019.
John was diagnosed with PMR in
2013 and was advised he wouldn’t
climb at the level he was used to
again. After following a structured
steroid reduction programme for
21 months he took his last 1/2mg
prednisolone on 1st January 2015
and within a few months was back
climbing.
A year ago he had the opportunity
to join a six-week expedition to
climb Annapurna in the central
Himalaya region. At 7,525m
(24,688ft) it is one of the most
remote and dangerous climbs
due to avalanche risks.
Travelling by plane, bus
and helicopter the team
then trekked to base
camp at 4,800m. They
spent over two weeks
acclimatising with
climbs up to two
separate camps
and back to hone
their climbing
skills on a variety
of terrain before

climbing to 6,500m. The weather
was minus 28 degrees with wind
speeds in excess of 50km per
hour. “We pushed on to try to
establish a Camp 4 (6800m) which
would make the summit day
shorter, but following a summit
ridge avalanche and deep snow
up to our waist we decided the
safest and only option was to end
the expedition at approximately
6700m,” said John.
John was pragmatic about not
achieving the summit as the
mountain environment and
weather conditions are ultimately
in charge. “The whole experience
was unbelievable especially while
still in remission with PMR. It
demonstrates what we can achieve
when we remain motivated
and apply ourselves mentally
and physically to a challenging
situation … not too dissimilar to
working with PMR and GCA to get
to our own individual summits.”
We thank all of our speakers for
coming to share their knowledge
and experience.
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DR VANESSA QUICK:
Overcoming the challenges of GCA diagnosis
and the impact of a rheumatologist-led
ultrasound-driven fast track pathway
Vanessa first explained some key
points about GCA. It classically
involves the temporal artery which
is often visible and can be felt and
may be responsible for some of
the symptoms including headache
and tenderness. If GCA affects
the arteries that feed the eye,
permanent sight loss can occur.
However, steroids which are used
to treat GCA have side effects so
it’s important to correctly identify
those who do or don’t have the
condition.
In up to 80% of people, the larger
arteries of the body can also be
affected, including the aorta (the
largest artery in the body which
takes blood from the heart) and
also the large arteries that serve
the head and the arms. The way
that GCA presents may be a little bit
different if large vessel involvement
is present and the outcomes and
treatment may vary slightly too.
However, it’s quite difficult to
diagnose or exclude GCA on
clinical assessment alone i.e. from
the history, examination and
basic blood tests available to GPs
and non-specialists. In 2018, of
patients referred to Luton’s GCA
fast track pathway around 75%
didn’t have GCA but less than 1
in 10 of these non-GCA patients
could have been identified as such
based on the clinical assessment

alone. In most cases, at least one
diagnostic test was needed to rule
in or rule out the disease.
Traditionally, the gold standard
diagnostic test for GCA is a biopsy
but it’s a minor operation, costs
around £500, may not be easily
available for some and the test
sensitivity in some centres can be
low.
More recently, Vanessa and her
colleagues in Luton have been
using temporal and axillary artery
ultrasound (TAUS). Ultrasound is a
very safe procedure, cheaper than
biopsy, may be more sensitive,
and because you’re not removing

the artery, you can repeat it. It
has now been recommended by
EULAR (European League Against
Rheumatism) as the first imaging
test in suspected GCA.
Studies have shown that in the
right hands, temporal ultrasound
has a sensitivity of 77% and that
it’s highly specific. By adding
an axillary ultrasound, you can
increase the sensitivity and
identify large vessel involvement.
There are other imaging tests for
large vessel disease, such as CT or
PET scan.
However, with all these tests, you
need to do them quickly because

Temporal and Axillary Artery Ultrasound (TAUS)

No risks, no surgery, costs <£100, may be more sensitive than biopsy, can be
repeated, recommended by EULAR as the first imaging test in suspected GCA

Vanessa performing a scan of a patient in clinic on the left and an axillary artery
ultrasound which travels through the armpit.

“I was glad to have the opportunity to attend as, had these been
normal times, the journey to London would have been too
difficult ... the whole meeting was very well prepared and the
presentations informative and clearly expressed.”
WINTER 2020 • ISSUE 32 • 7
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A recording of the presentation
is available to all members –
for details please email
candy@pmrgca.org.uk

steroids make the tests go
negative fast and you can’t delay
steroids because of the risk of
sight loss. For example, half
of temporal artery halos will
disappear in a week and almost all
after two to four.
There are several key components
of an ultrasound-driven pathway.
First the referrer needs to think
of GCA and start steroids and
then they need to get an urgent
specialist opinion. In line with
the recent BSR GCA guidelines,
Vanessa’s centre aims to do this
in three days and when Vanessa
assesses a patient, she will do the
ultrasound at the same time.
From studies, if a rheumatologist
thinks the probability of GCA is
high and the ultrasound is positive
then GCA is confirmed and you
don’t need any further tests.
Conversely, if the rheumatologist
thinks the probability of GCA is
low clinically and the ultrasound
is negative, you can relax and no
further tests are required.

The problem comes where the
doctor thinks the probability of
GCA is moderate to high and the
test is negative or vice versa.
Then further tests are required,
either a temporal artery biopsy
or other imaging to look for large
vessel inflammation. Which test
is chosen depends on how the
patient presented clinically. And
of course, this needs to be done
quickly with timely specialist
follow up to discuss the results
and make a plan.
In Vanessa’s hospital, they’ve
managed to reduce their biopsy
rate by over 50% as a result of
this pathway and the security
of the diagnosis has risen year
on year. There are a number of
factors for this: they have Fast
Track pathway slots in the clinic,
ultrasound quality has improved,
equipment has improved, biopsies
(where required) are performed
quicker and these have become
more sensitive too. Importantly, as
Vanessa and her team have become
more confident about the results,
they have more belief in them and
can act accordingly.

Temporal Artery Ultrasound

A
A

B

•

*

C

• Temporal artery ultrasound
sensitivity 77%,
specificity 96%

*

*

D

Add axillary scan to
increase sensitivity and
reveal large vessel
involvement (LVI)
Schmidt, Rheumatology 2018:57:ii22-ii31
Svasti-Salee, Quick et al. BMJ CR 2019;12:e229236

Ultrasound images - A and B are normal. C and D are from a patient with GCA indicated
by the thickened artery wall which is dark and in cross section, you see a dark Halo sign
around the artery and there is only a small hole for the blood to flow through.
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Vanessa stressed that to maximise
the security of the diagnosis, you
cannot break down this pathway.
You need each component:
rheumatology assessment,
ultrasound, biopsy or large vessel
imaging in selected patients, and
then withdrawal of steroids in
patients who don’t have a secure
diagnosis, with access to early
review by the rheumatologist
if symptoms recur. As a result,
very few of her GCA patients are
now left without a definite (or
“secure”) diagnosis on ultrasound,
biopsy and/or large vessel imaging
(in fact only one GCA patient in
her most recent review of patients
diagnosed in 2018–19).
This process is not at the expense
of saving sight. Bedfordshire’s
sight loss rates have dropped
year on year. The pathway also
reduces unnecessary exposure
to steroids in those who don’t
have the disease and increases
access to effective drugs such as
Tocilizumab because you need
a secure diagnosis to get these
steroid sparing drugs. It also
avoids the need for a biopsy if
clinical assessment then TAUS can
rule in or rule out GCA, making it
a cost-effective process overall.
So, there is increasing evidence
from Luton and other centres
across the UK that the whole GCA
Fast Track pathway combined
is the new gold standard
diagnostic test for GCA.

PMRGCAuk NEWSWIRE

Q&A

from Dr Vanessa Quick’s presentation
How many other UK hospitals
have this?
I think there is a momentum now
for many units across the country
to develop pathways but there are
several challenges. You need a
certain number of rheumatologists
and it can take several years to
learn how to perform the scans to
a high standard.
Hopefully the BSR guidelines
published earlier this year and
the recent EULAR guidelines for
imaging in GCA will help and
rheumatologists will be able to use
them to argue the case to create
pathways in their local centre.
How can you get a secure
diagnosis if you’ve been on
prednisolone for a long time?
If you’re developing problems or
flaring it is useful to be referred to
a rheumatologist to question the
diagnosis. If your rheumatologist
has access to vascular ultrasound
for GCA diagnosis, it is possible
to get a secure diagnosis in this
situation but it may be a little
bit harder than at the start
of the illness. However, large
vessel features may be seen on
ultrasound or other imaging
of the larger arteries even
when patients are
treated.

Rheumatology appointments have
been halted due to Covid-19. Is
this a problem while people are
reducing steroids?
Although we now know that
steroids are useful in the
treatment of severe Covid-19, we
know less about the risk of being
on long term steroids during the
pandemic. Steroids generally
increase the risk of developing
infections. However, long term
steroids should never be stopped
suddenly and rapid reduction of
steroids should only be considered
if there are clear medical reasons
after discussion with your doctor,
as this might risk flare which will
then require a dose increase. As a
general rule, if you haven’t been
able to speak to your doctor over
the pandemic, I would continue
the plan for reduction discussed
at your last consultation. Once on
10mg prednisolone or lower, then
the dose shouldn’t be reduced at
a rate faster than 1mg per month.
When I have been able to catch
up with my patients my approach
has been tailored to the individual.
Some of my patients are well and
have been gradually reducing their
steroid and I’m happy for them
to carry on doing that. But there
are other patients on lower doses
of prednisolone where perhaps
I’m concerned about flare of GCA,
where I may ask them to stick
at a particular dose because the
risk of reducing steroids in their
case outweighs the benefits
at the moment. So it
really depends on the
individual patient.

What would you say to people
who are afraid to go to hospital to
have a blood test or even if they’re
showing signs of GCA such as
beginning to get blurred vision
and severe headaches?
Covid-19 is a risk, but active GCA
and the complications that can
develop is also a risk. And it’s
about balancing that risk. And the
decisions made will vary patient
by patient. There are video clinics,
telephone clinics, and for some
patients they will need to come in
face to face, but a doctor will make
that judgement. And if your doctor
thinks that you need a blood test,
then they will have balanced the
risk of coming in for the test with
the benefit of knowing the result
of the test. If you are uncertain,
then you may be able to get advice
by ringing your rheumatology
help line. At our phlebotomy
department, we have socially
distanced seating, the staff are
wearing appropriate ppe and there
aren’t long waiting times.
Can you have “mild” GCA that’s
masked by the steroids already
being taken for PMR?
Yes. Around 5% of PMR patients
have GCA and conversely, about
50% of GCA patients have PMR.
The conditions overlap and which
order the symptoms develop is
not always consistent. When
patients with either condition
come down off steroids they
may flare with symptoms of the
other condition or simply develop
those symptoms. It’s important
to have an understanding of the
two diseases and seek medical
attention if you develop symptoms
that cause concern.
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Ilkley

Southend Support Group
We were delighted that Professor Bhaskar Dasgupta agreed to talk to
our support group in September about Understanding Blood Results in
Connection with PMR and GCA, and that we were able to extend the
invitation to all members of the national support groups. Professor
Dasgupta also talked about the challenges we face having PMR and
GCA, with the added impact that Covid-19 has created, and about the
importance of continuing to take your medication, of knowing your
medication thoroughly, and that during this pandemic we all remain
well. He took time at the end to answer questions from attendees.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand your condition/co-morbidities
Understand your medications
Steroids – use the correct effective dose
Check BP monthly
Check Urine regularly
Get electronic login to your records
Understand blood tests results
Prepare for appointments/reviews
Maintain physical fitness/optimal weight
Regular ROM joint exercises
Sleep well
Remain happy!
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Summary

Hello from Ilkley, Leeds and
Yorkshire Group. Our Zoom
meetings have kept us connected
and we have managed to recruit
a few more members. Two of our
volunteer organisers also work on
the Helpline and one is posting
out the Charity’s 2021 Calendars.
We have had three meetings with
an average of six people attending
out of 54 we have registered. I
have emailed the whole group and
updated everyone on the AGM and
the Professor’s first webinar on
PMR and GCA. For those who don’t
use technology I included a general
catch up email to make sure no
one was lost and lonely needing
support in these difficult times.
The good thing to come out of this
pandemic is using technology to
get together and be able to attend
these virtual meetings webinar
sessions.

North East Support Group
It’s been relatively quiet with
the North East group. Between
April and the end of August the
NE Coordinator, John Robson,
has been sending weekly emails
and photographs to connect and
communicate with members,
lift spirits and try to motivate
individuals. John spent over 100
days camping out in the back
garden as he was segregating
from his wife who works as a
clinical manager in the NHS at
Bishop Auckland General Hospital.
However, as a side issue John
raised a few donations for the
charity from his camping out stint.

the country
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Group Name:
Barnet Meet Up Group
Group Organiser:
Derek White
Condition:
I’ve had PMR since December 2015 and was diagnosed
in February 2016. I’m currently on 2.5mg of prednisolone.

Spotlight
on Group
Organisers
Our group organisers
are members who
have volunteered
to run meetings to
help people with
PMR and/or GCA.
Clearly, Covid-19
has had an impact
on their activities,
but despite that they
are still active and
ready to welcome
new members even
if they cannot yet
meet. Each edition,
we will talk to one
group organiser
about their group.

How many people typically attend meetings?
Five or six, never more than eight.
Before coronavirus how often did your group meet?
Typically in February, May, August and November.
What was the format of the meetings?
An informal discussion with tea, coffee and biscuits at the
local bowling pavilion.
How has coronavirus changed that?
We’ve not been able to hold meetings since our last one in February. I’ve
been using Zoom for other organisations I’m involved with and am going
to see if any of the people who have attended meetings would like to try
a Zoom meet up.
Why did you decide to set up a group?
I started going to the London Group meetings. They are much bigger
than this one, around 30–40 people and they have a speaker. It’s a really
good meeting and when I spoke to the organiser she said why didn’t I
start a group? So I did! I wanted to keep it small so it didn’t clash with
the London Group. I enjoy organising it. I was on the school PTA years
ago and knew that doing things like this make a difference. I really enjoy
chatting to people and it’s amazing what you learn from other people.
How much time does it take?
Not very much. Less than an hour a week. When a meeting is due I
print off a few posters and put them up in the local doctor’s surgery and
Barnet hospital, email the people on the group list to tell them when the
meeting is happening and then on the day turn up ahead of the meeting
to set up (get the tea and coffee sorted and turn on the heating in the
winter).
Does anyone else help you?
No, there isn’t much
to do at all.

If you’d like to join Barnet group,
please email barnet@pmrgca.org.uk
If you’d like to set up a group in your area
please email groups@pmrgca.org.uk
WINTER 2020 • ISSUE 32 • 11
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Members’ corner
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Welcome to all our new members and thank you
to all members who have been in touch
to let us know what they have
been up to.
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Your News
Congratulations to member,
Julie Clark, who married Barry
on 8th August. She had been
planning a big wedding but
had to scale it down due to
restrictions but still had a
fabulous day and asked guests
to donate to PMRGCAuk and
raised £120. Thank you.
Dorothy Byrne, member and
deputy chair of the charity,
wrote an article for the
Guardian about the need for
better care for older people
during Covid-19. You can read it
here: https://www.theguardian.
com/commentisfree/2020/
oct/28/covid-england-olderpeople-care-health-service

In memory of:
Margaret Buckley who died
last year shortly after being
diagnosed with ovarian
cancer in the year she would
have celebrated her golden
wedding.
Alison Crowther, who was
also a member of the East
Midlands Support Group, who
died this summer from cancer.
Vera Spencer, who had been a
member for nearly 10 years.
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One of our members in the USA got in touch
to tell us a little about her experience and how
treatment differs from the UK...
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A Rheumatologist Explains…
Taking a slightly different tack this
edition, I’m writing in response
to a poll that Candy Horsbrugh
posted for me on HealthUnlocked in
September. The poll was designed
by Lorna Neill of PMR-GCA
Scotland in response to COVID-19 to
help us all understand the impact
of the pandemic on people living
with PMR and GCA. This poll had
a great response from all over the
world and I thought the answers
were so important that they should
be shared more widely.
About half of the people voting on
the poll reported isolation from
friends and family, and increased
feelings of anxiety. About a third
of people also reported difficulty
exercising due to the restrictions,
increased feelings of depression and
worries about taking steroids. A
minority had difficulty in accessing
medical advice or other medical
services. Many people posted freetext comments. Reflecting on these
has changed my practice in a few
ways.
The first thing that has changed
my practice during the pandemic
was a renewed understanding that
in consultations it is important
we acknowledge any feelings of
isolation, anxiety or uncertainty.
It is totally understandable that

patients might feel this way during
a global pandemic. There are extra
factors to consider in planning tests
and treatments during a pandemic,
but as clinicians we will always try
to explain these factors and reach a
shared decision with patients.
The second thing that has changed
my practice during the pandemic
was to understand that remote
appointments are not always ideal
for everyone, and that sometimes a
face to face appointment is needed.
The third thing that changed
my practice was to understand
the impact of pandemicrelated restrictions on physical
activity, and to discuss this with
my patients where relevant.
Especially for patients living
with PMR, “exercise” is not
always straightforward. So I am
now talking to the specialist
physiotherapists where I work,
to decide about how we can best
support our patients who might
benefit from professional guidance
on this.
I was glad to see endorsement
for things I already do – I send
written information to patients
after an appointment including
tapering scheme, date of next
appointment, how to contact the
rheumatology advice line and of
course PMRGCAuk!
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Lastly I want to thank everyone
who contributed to the poll. I
strongly believe in the value of
patient and public involvement
and engagement in everything
we do, and hope that we can all
work together to improve care for
patients with PMR and GCA.

If you have a question for
Dr Sarah Mackie or want to
share some news, please email
letters@pmrgca.org.uk or write
to Fran at BM PMRGCAuk,
London WC1N 3XX.
For ethical reasons, Sarah can’t give medical
advice or discuss individual cases.

Webinar with Michael Mosley
Charity members enjoyed a question and answer session with doctor and leading
health journalist Michael Mosley in October. Michael, who is well known
for his books (the 5:2 diet and more recently The Fast 800 diet) and his TV
documentaries, answered questions on a range of issues covering weight
loss, microbiome (gut health) and immune health particularly in relation
to Covid-19.
It was an interesting and informative session and we are very grateful
to Michael for coming to talk to us and answer members’ questions.
For those unable to attend we hope to upload a copy of the webinar
to our website soon and there will be a full report next edition.
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YOUR STORY
My Brush with Covid-19
Peter, 89, shares his experience with us
I was diagnosed with PMR early
in 2011. I was in a lot of pain and
could barely walk. I went straight
onto 30mg of prednisolone and
the effect was unbelievable: by the
next day I could walk to the end of
the road.
I tapered very slowly and by 2015
I was down to 3mg. Then I had a
flare and the doctors thought it
might be GCA. I was put straight
onto 60mg and they did a biopsy
which happily came back negative.
Since then I’ve been tapering until
March – at a rate of 1/4mg every
few weeks – at which time I was
down to 5.5mg.
At a dinner party in early March
I came into contact with someone
who it turned out had coronavirus
and I caught it too. I had a cough
that wouldn’t go away and a
temperature which I was treating
with paracetamol. The doctor was
keeping in regular contact with
me. When he rang he would ask
me for my temperature and pulse
(which is quite difficult to read

when you’re on the phone – I
recommend an pulse oximeter for
this). And one day when he really
didn’t like how I was sounding he
arranged for me to be assessed at
the Royal Free London.
I was x-rayed and immediately
put onto oxygen and my steroids
were doubled to 12mg. It was
pretty late for me to be getting
treatment and my condition was
serious. As I had a DNR (Do Not
Resuscitate instruction) in place
which I had completed some years
ago, I would not go into intensive
care or be placed on a ventilator if
I deteriorated further – and these
were still my wishes.
My journey, with others, featured
in the BBC2 video ‘Hospital
Special: Fighting Coronavirus-19’
which was shown in May.
Fortunately, after 12 days of
super-care I was well enough to
go home. I was very weak and
could just walk with a Zimmer
frame. I immediately dropped my

steroids back to 6mg without any
problems.
The hospital gave me lots of
physical and breathing exercises
to do – which I am still doing.
Despite lockdown I was able to go
for walks outdoors and can now
comfortably walk a mile.
I’m a member of the charity
and the London Support Group
which have been useful for me. I
listened to Professor Dasgupta’s
recent webinar, particularly his
comments about some patients
remaining on a 2.5mg low dose of
prednisolone forever and
if I can get back to 5mg I won’t
stress about getting lower.
All in all, I’ve had a close shave but
feel very fortunate to be where I
am now.
Peter is also a member of our
HealthUnlocked forum and is
known as petros31. If you’d like to
join the forum, please go to www.
healthunlocked.com/pmrgcauk

Are you able to share your story to help other
people with PMR or GCA? It also helps us to raise
awareness and fundraise if people understand the
conditions through patients’ real experiences.
Please contact fran@pmrgca.org.uk or call
0300 999 5090 if you can help.
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Notes from the Chair,
Richard Cuthbert
GCA calls for prompt action even
during Covid-19
Every now and then PMR and
GCA like to remind us that you
can never get too complacent. I
started off the year with plans to
make the final steps from 1 mg/
day to zero after seven years of
Prednisolone. During that time I
have made the general assumption
that any new ache or pain is
caused by PMR or the steroids – it
makes life simple. In May I had
to go back up to 5mg with what
seemed to be a resurgence of
PMR, but after working the daily
dose down again I found myself
in July with symptoms of GCA as
well – tingling scalp, headaches
and sight disturbance. I didn’t
manage to get attention from my
surgery or my rheumatologist
and ended up taking myself to
A&E from which point I received
excellent treatment, despite the
disruptions to clinics and staff
caused by Covid-19 measures. This
all went well for me because of
the messages that we learn from
NewsWire articles, on the charity
websites, on HealthUnlocked, and
discussions in support groups –
it is vital that we remember the
tell-tale signs of GCA and push
strongly to get the appropriate
treatment at the correct time.
Extending our online meet-ups
Like many groups and
organisations we have had to
dip our toe into the field of
online meetings to be able to
have live contact with members.
It is strange to think that back
in March we had never heard
of Zoom, but it is now the
centrepiece for much social
activity. Thankfully not everyone

has to be technologically
competent – one such person in
each group is enough. Within
our charity David Carrott has
filled that role and kicked
things off with online support
group meetings for Highland
and Aberdeen. We then added
in participants from Dundee,
Edinburgh and Glasgow before
going for our first countrywide
meeting. This proved to be
successful and involved a themed
talk followed by more general chat
and questions. One of the best
aspects for me was that we were
able to welcome participation from
a member in Orkney – getting to
a normal meeting in Inverness
would not be easy with a distance
of 140 miles and the Pentland
Firth to cross! As I write this we
have two more online meetings
scheduled with discussion topics
covering Tocilizumab and adrenal
insufficiency.
Large Vessel Vasculitis research
I am pleased to say that some
normal activity is still possible for
the charity. As well as providing
patient support, one of our
principal aims is to assist and
encourage research into PMR and
GCA. To this end we had hoped to
welcome Dr Dan Pugh to speak at
the AGM this year. As you know
the meeting had to be cancelled,
but I am pleased to say that Dan
has agreed to come along next
year and address the AGM. In
the meantime we have
advanced a grant
of £1,500

to the Edinburgh Vasculitis
Fund which operates within the
University of Edinburgh. Dan is
working there on research into
Large Vessel Vasculitis (LVV)
which is an area attracting
relatively little funding – perhaps
because it is a condition affecting
mainly older people? Surely not!
A diagnosis of LVV can however
mean a lifetime of suffering
because both the condition itself,
and the treatments used, can
cause unpleasant and disabling
symptoms. Dan’s project looks
to apply new imaging techniques
to monitor disease activity with
a view to being able to match
more successfully the intensity of
treatment with the burden of the
disease. These new techniques
have the potential to measure
more effectively the disease
activity than the current CRP and
ESR blood tests that readers will
know so well. I will not be alone in
hoping for increased certainty in
testing results – there is nothing
worse than being told that you
have “normal” blood test results
when your body is telling you
that it is suffering badly! Our
contribution to the project will be
spent on scanning costs, patient
travel, laboratory equipment and
the like.

Helpline

0300 777 5090

www.pmrgcascotland.com
Registered Scottish Charity No: SC037780
7 Hamilton Place, PERTH, PH1 1BB
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SUPPORT GROUP AND
MEET UP CONTACTS
If you don’t have a group near you
and would like to help us start one,
please contact groups@pmrgca.org.uk
or 0300 999 5090.
While groups may not be holding face
to face meetings, many are keeping in
touch via email or holding Zoom video
meetings so do get in touch with
the relevant organiser if you’d
like to find out more.
SCOTLAND
(Scotland is an independent
organisation)
PMR-GCA Scotland
Contact: Richard Cuthbert (Chair)
www.pmrgcascotland.com
chair@pmrgcascotland.com
Tel: 0300 777 5090
Aberdeen Support Group
Aberdeen@PMRGCAScotland.com
Dundee Support Group
Dundee@PMRGCAScotland.com
Edinburgh Support Group
Edinburgh@PMRGCAScotland.com
Glasgow Support Group
Glasgow@PMRGCAScotland.com
Highland Support Group
(meets in Inverness)
Highland@PMRGCAScotland.com
NORTHERN IRELAND
Lisburn Meet Up
Contact: Caroline Stewart
pmrgca.ireland@gmail.com

Our network of
groups around the
country is growing!

EASTERN ENGLAND
Bedfordshire Meet Up
Contact: Karen
bedfordshire@pmrgca.org.uk

South West (Taunton) Support Group
Contact: Wendy Morrison
pmrgca.southwest@yahoo.co.uk

Cambridge Meet Up
Contact: Trisha
cambridge@pmrgca.org.uk

Torbay Meet Up
Contact: Trish
pmrgca.torbay@gmail.com

East Anglia Support Group
Contact: Sandra Waspe
eastanglia@pmrgca.org

Truro Meet Up
Contact: Margaret
truro@pmrgca.org.uk

Harlow Meet Up
Contact: Julie/Jean/Roy
harlow@pmrgca.org.uk

GREATER LONDON, ENGLAND

Southend/Chelmsford Support Group
Contact: Pat Fedi
southend@pmrgca.org.uk
Welwyn Garden City Meet Up
Contact: Sheila
wgc@pmrgca.org.uk
Woodbridge Meet Up
Contact: Susan
groups@pmrgca.org.uk

Greater London Support Group
Contact: Anne
londonpmrgcauk@gmail.com
Barnet Meet Up
Contact: Derek
barnet@pmrgca.org.uk
Harrow/Pinner Meet Up
Contact: Janice
pinner@pmrgca.org.uk

MIDLANDS ENGLAND

High Wycombe Meet Up
Contact: Sue Stevens
pmrgca.highwycombe@gmail.com

Coventry Meet Up
Contact: Ann Hollingsworth
pmrgca.coventry@gmail.com

Orpington Support Group
Contact: Penny
orpington@pmrgca.org.uk

East Midlands Support Group
Contact: Bridget
eastmidlands@pmrgca.org.uk

SOUTH AND SOUTH EAST ENGLAND

Shropshire Meet Up
Contact: Joan
shropshire@pmrgca.org.uk

Brighton Meet Up
Contact: Catherine Spencer
brighton@pmrgca.org.uk

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND

Eastbourne Meet up
Contact: Janet
eastbourne@pmrgca.org.uk

Bath Meet Up
Contact: Pat Martin
bath@pmrgca.org.uk

Maidstone Support Group
Contact: Margaret Hicks
maidstone@pmrgca.org.uk

Bristol Group
Contact: Bridget/Felicity
bristol@pmrgca.org.uk

Oxted Meet Up
Contact: Debbie Pitt
pmrgca.oxted@gmail.com

East Dorset Meet Up
Contact: Pat Worthington
eastdorset@pmrgca.org.uk

Surrey Support Group
Contact: Shirley O’Connell
pmrgca.surrey@btinternet.com

NORTH WEST ENGLAND

Plymouth Support Group
Contact: Geoff
plymouth@pmrgca.org.uk

Whitstable Meet Up
Contact: Group Organiser
whitstable@pmrgca.org.uk

Yorkshire Meet Ups (Ilkley, Leeds,
South Yorks and North Yorks)
Contact: Yvonne
ilkley@pmrgca.org.uk

Portishead Meet Up
Contact: Georgina Wyatt and
Paul Bachelor
portishead@pmrgca.org.uk

Worthing Support Group
Contact: Catie
worthing@pmrgca.org.uk

Kendal, Cumbria Meet Up
Contact: Win Sayers
groups@pmrgca.org.uk
Tel: 01539 535859

Salisbury Meet Up
Contact: Patrick O’Donnell
pmrgca.salisbury@gmail.com

WALES
Cardiff Support Group
Contact: Sue
cardiff@pmrgca.org.uk
North Wales Meet Up
Contact: Group Organiser
northwales@pmrgca.org.uk
NORTH EAST ENGLAND
North East Meet Up
Contact: John Robson
northeast@pmrgca.org.uk

If you no longer wish to receive NewsWire, please
email info@pmrgca.org.uk call 0300 999 5090.
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